In vivo three-dimensional kinematics of the cervical spine during maximal axial rotation.
The cervical spine exhibits considerable mobility, especially in axial rotation. Axial rotation exerts stress on anatomical structures, such as the vertebral artery which is commonly assessed during clinical examination. The literature is rather sparse concerning the in vivo three-dimensional segmental kinematics of the cervical spine. This study aimed at investigating the three-dimensional kinematics of the cervical spine during maximal passive head rotation with special emphasis on coupled motion. Twenty healthy volunteers participated in this study. Low-dose CT scans were conducted in neutral and in maximum axial rotation positions. Each separated vertebra was segmented semi automatically in these two positions. The finite helical-axis method was used to describe 3D motion between discrete positions. The mean (±SD) maximum magnitude of axial rotation between C0 and C1 was 2.5 ± 1.0° coupled with lateral flexion to the opposite side (5.0 ± 3.0°) and extension (12.0 ± 4.5°). At the C1-C2 level, the mean axial rotation was 37.5 ± 6.0° associated with lateral flexion to the opposite side (2.5 ± 6.0°) and extension (4.0 ± 6.0°). For the lower levels, axial rotation was found to be maximal at C4-C5 level (5.5 ± 1.0°) coupled with lateral flexion to the same side (-4.0 ± 2.5°). Extension was associated at levels C2-C3, C3-C4 and C4-C5, whereas flexion occurred between C5-C6 and C6-C7. Coupled lateral flexion occurred to the opposite side at the upper cervical spine and to the same side at the lower cervical spine.